
One Click 1941 

Chapter 1941: The resurrected powerhouse Lu Qiuyue 

"Go!" 

"Reincarnation return!" 

Su Lang took a deep breath and thought, the Origin Soul Calling Spirit Clock collapsed suddenly, turning 

into countless energy streams like a galaxy hanging upside down, forming a terrifying waterfall, rushing 

to hundreds of thousands of graves! 

In an instant! 

A large number of souls are mixed with the energy of the source soul summoning the bell, and blended 

into the tombstone. 

Immediately flow down the inscription, soaking all the grave soil! 

Next. 

Just wait! 

But this time the wait is not only Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

Even Su Lang felt a little nervous. 

Among the goals of this resurrection, there are nine too primary existences! 

The nine huge grave piles arranged in the front belong to the nine powerhouses from the beginning! 

Time passed slowly. 

Everyone stared at the graves of the nine too junior powerhouses, their hearts beating faster and faster! 

suddenly! 

boom--! ! 

The grave of a too junior powerhouse exploded, and a muscular man with endless might appeared in 

front of everyone. 

The face of this muscular man was like a sharp knife, full of determination. 

The magnificent body is also cast like marble, full of explosive power. 

He is naked and has a bit of spicy eyes. 

"I am...resurrected!?" 

"Who can bring me back to life? Who has this method?" 

The muscular man looked around dumbfounded, a trace of horror gradually appeared on his face. 

Immediately after. 
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He saw Jiang Wenzheng and others suspended in the sky, extremely surprised and excited! 

"Lvqiuyue!" 

"You are alive! Hahahaha!" 

"Lvqiuyue, do you remember us!?" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and others shouted in surprise. 

"Jiang Wenzheng?!" 

"Bi Tongguang!!" 

"There are many Zhuge formations, you, you have resurrected me!?" 

"Hi, when did you have such a powerful means!?" 

Lu Qiuyue looked at Jiang Wenzheng and the others in the sky, also shocked and surprised! 

but. 

What happened next left him stunned. 

"Lvqiuyue!" 

"It is not us who resurrected you, but the new hope of our Heavenly Continent, Daoist Su Lang!" 

"See clearly, this one!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and others laughed, and while looking at Su Lang gratefully, they introduced Lu Qiuyue 

who had just resurrected. 

"what!?" 

"The new hope of the Heavenly Continent, Daoist Su Lang!?" 

"When did our Tianmen Continent have new hope!?" 

Lu Qiuyue looked at Jiang Wenzheng and the others in horror, "Daoist Su Lang, I have never seen it 

before. Where did this come from?" 

It was not long since his death. 

According to the time concept of the strong in the early days, it can even be considered short. 

In such a short period of time, new hopes for the Heavenly Continent emerged. 

It seemed that Jiang Wenzheng was recognized by everyone. 

This is incredible! 



"Lvqiuyue, you are optimistic." 

"Friend Su Lang is the leader of the human race at the end of the Battle of the Boundless Realm. 

"He led the human race back from the boundless universe! Daoist Su Lang is not only unmatched in the 

way of cultivation, but also crushed us all in the way of the alchemy tool!" 

"Lv Qiuyue, don't you thank Daoist Su Lang for his life-saving grace?" 

"..." 

Everyone said something to me, Lu Qiuyue gradually understood the ins and outs of the matter. 

original. 

This human leader who has just arrived on the Tianmen Continent in less than a day. 

In this day's time, not only used the tactics of sow discord to resolve the terrorist war against the 

Tianmen Continent. 

And also resurrected a large number of heavenly warriors from the mainland. 

After that, he broke through to the Beginning Level, and as soon as he broke through, he gained the 

strength of the Second Yan Beginning! 

Immediately after. 

In a very short period of time, the void in the formation caused by Zhong Biezhu and others was made 

up for. 

The key is that he also smoothly perfected the great formation that Tianmen Continent had built for 

billions of years! 

After perfecting the formation. 

A preaching conference was held again with the Three Ways of Dao, Dao, Dao, Dao, Dao and Dao, and 

countless people admired it! 

At last. 

On the other hand, he resurrected Lu Qiuyue! ! 

Chapter 1942: Only Su Lang can do it 

"I...I'm not dreaming!" 

"One day, so many miracles were accomplished in one day!?" 

"My Heavenly Misty Continent really has new hope like Daoist Su Lang!?" 

"..." 

Lu Qiuyue was stunned, and the whole person stood there like a piece of wood! 

This short period of resurrection. 
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He has heard more miracles than he has heard in the billions of years he has been alive! 

"Really!" 

Jiang Wenzheng laughed, "It's all true, it's all we have seen and experienced!" 

"That's true!!" 

"Lvqiuyue, thanks to Daoist Su Lang for his resurrection!!" 

An ecstasy appeared on Lu Qiuyue's face, and he immediately bowed deeply to Su Lang! 

"You don't need to be polite!" 

Su Lang smiled and lifted Lu Qiuyue up with force. 

Lu Qiuyue was overjoyed. 

But at this moment! 

A time fluctuation erupted from Lu Qiuyue's body! 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang, Jiang Wenzheng and others saw that Lu Qiuyue's complexion changed drastically, his body 

began to crack, and his vitality began to dissipate crazily! 

"not good!!" 

"It's the power of time!" 

"Sure enough, the too junior powerhouse is not so easy to resurrect! Quickly disintegrate those time 

forces!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others were also shocked, and immediately used various time methods to 

offset Lu Qiuyue's time power. 

As for Lu Qiuyue himself. 

He had just been resurrected, and his body was still a corpse. 

There is no life planet in the pubic universe, and there is no way to resist the power of time. 

At this moment. 

With the help of Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

The power of time around Lu Qiuyue was finally under control. 

But relying on external forces is not a good way after all! 

"Whether it can survive, it depends on him at all." 

Su Lang's eyes flashed with thoughtful light, and his eyes lit up and he flew straight to Lu Qiuyue. 



"Swallow!" 

Taking out a handful of pills, Su Lang went straight to Lu Qiuyue's mouth. 

All these medicines are perfect quality too primary medicines, possessing very scary healing energy! 

Simultaneously! 

Su Lang squeezed his right hand, and a radiant sword suddenly appeared out of thin air, it was the sword 

of light! 

"Assafir!!" 

Su Lang whispered, and in the violent eyes of Jiang Wenzheng and others, he held a long sword and 

severely cut it down! 

Wow! 

A bright light flashed. 

The majestic vitality and countless energies poured into Lu Qiuyue's body! 

Suddenly! 

Under the dual effects of the pill and the sword of light. 

Lu Qiuyue's state began to rebound rapidly, and it was moving in a better direction. 

"this is!!" 

"Healing weapons!" 

"It's a rare healing weapon, and it's a primordial weapon!" 

"I said why Daoist Su Lang would swing his sword at Lu Qiuyue, that's how it is, that's how it is!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others were shocked, and at the same time there was a strong ecstasy! 

The shock was because Su Lang actually possessed the weapons of the early days, and the ecstasy was 

of course because Lu Qiuyue's condition was under control. 

But in Su Lang's view. 

This is not enough. 

If he lost his help, Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

Once these vitality and energy are consumed, Lu Qiuyue still has a dead end! 

"Moon Moth!" 

Su Lang thought, a diamond-shaped crystal emerged. 

"Xia Nu knock to see the master!" 



The Qi Ling Yue Moth flew out and bowed to Su Lang. 

Su Lang immediately asked, "Where are the body fragments of the Supreme Emperor given you? Have 

you finished eating?" 

"No!" 

"The slaves only digest a little when they need to be used!" 

The moon moth nodded quickly, and immediately took out all the body fragments of the Supreme 

Emperor from its inner space. 

"I just want to be at the beginning level." 

Su Lang waved his hand and took part of it, "Retract the rest." 

"Yes! Master!" 

The moon moth nodded immediately, and immediately collected the remaining body fragments of the 

Supreme Emperor, and once again entered the life universe of Su Lang. 

"I hope these evolved quasi-primary body fragments are useful to you." 

Su Lang looked at Luqiuyue, and soon merged a large number of quasi-primary soul bodies into 

Luqiuyue's body. 

This method contains the incomparably mysterious Supreme Alchemy Dao and other techniques of the 

Supreme Zombie Earth Origin Soul Reincarnation Technique. 

Only Su Lang can do it! 

Chapter 1943: I give you a planet 

Accompanied by a large number of quasi-primary body fragments merged into Lu Qiuyue's body. 

Luqiuyue's condition has improved a lot! 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"What kind of means are you, so powerful!!" 

"These unique treasures of genius must be treasured very much!" 

"For the sake of this deceased person, Daoist Su Lang is willing to consume such cherished materials, I 

am grateful!" 

"Lv Qiuyue is not dead today, and I will be the leader of Daoist Su Lang in the future!" 

"..." 

Lu Qiuyue found that his state was constantly developing in a good direction, and he was immediately 

grateful. 

He was resurrected by Su Feng once, which was already a gift of remaking. 
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At this time, he took out more cherished materials to treat him. 

This is simply the ultimate for him. 

but. 

This so-called extreme is just what Lu Qiuyue thinks. 

But Su Lang still has no means to use! 

"Father Luqiuyue." 

"You are now trying and opening the universe of life!" 

"I have a quasi-primary-level unowned life planet here, without any remaining **** consciousness." 

"And there are a lot of creatures on this living planet." 

Su Lang looked at Lu Qiuyue with a grateful look, smiled faintly, and said. 

The life universe is extremely important to a warrior! 

This is especially true for too junior warriors! 

A universe of life for those who are too junior. 

It is already many times stronger than the ordinary natural life universe in the universe. 

It also contains complete rules, including time rules. 

With a complete universe of life, a powerful warrior can better condense the twisting power to fight. 

But Su Lang does not have a very basic life planet for Lu Qiuyue. 

You can only step back and choose a life planet at the quasi-primary level. 

Compared with the very elementary life planet. 

The quasi-primary-level life planet is smaller in scale, and the difference in rules is only the time rule. 

"Open the universe of life!?" 

"Give me a quasi-too elementary life planet?" 

"And it's a planet without any remnant consciousness of **** at all!?" 

Lu Qiuyue heard Su Lang's words, and his eyes immediately showed shock. 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others were shocked after hearing Su Lang's words. 

They can also get life planets at the quasi-primary level. 

But the quasi-primary powerhouse has completed 100% of the soul body, and consciousness rules the 

entire world! 

Even if it was killed. 



There will also be a lot of consciousness that is difficult to clean up. 

Under the action of the incense aspiration generated by all beings on the planet, it rapidly developed 

into world consciousness. 

This special world consciousness is more stubborn than the consciousness of the natural life planet. 

Because they have penetrated into every particle in the world! 

To eliminate them, it is impossible to kill all the creatures on the entire planet, and it is almost 

impossible to destroy the entire planet. 

however. 

However, Su Lang possessed the quasi-primary life planet that had completely cleared the world 

consciousness. 

Not only is the planet intact, it even has countless creatures alive. 

This is incredible! 

It is absolutely impossible for them to be themselves. 

If it were a great emperor-level life planet that had not yet completed the fusion of soul, body and soul, 

it might be possible. 

But the great emperor-level life planet is completely useless for those who are too junior. 

And how did Su Lang clean up the reigning consciousness of those living planets? 

It's simple. 

It depends on the passive effect of the ‘perfect plunder’ function! 

All the universe of life that has been perfectly plundered will be cleared of all remaining **** 

consciousness. 

In addition! 

Su Lang also possesses a powerful ‘virtual spirit universe’, which can absorb all the existence of incense. 

The essence of world consciousness is the development of incense avenue. 

Under the virtual spirit universe, everything is food! 

"Don't ask more." 

"After you see it with your own eyes, you will understand." 

Su Lang looked at Lu Qiuyue and said with a smile, "Hurry up, with the life planet, your condition can be 

more stable." 

"it is good!!" 

Lu Qiuyue nodded hurriedly. 



Soon, he hurriedly tried his best to open a channel for his newly condensed universe of life. 

Naturally, Su Lang would not hold the planet in front of the passage and stuff it in. 

Chapter 1944: Resurrect the six too junior powerhouses 

"Clone dispatch!" 

As soon as his mind moved, a clone of Su Lang entered Lu Qiuyue's universe of life. 

Immediately after. 

Su Lang selected a quasi-primary level from his hundreds of thousands of crystal wall worlds. 

Then the quasi-primary-level life planet is directly transferred to the hands of the clone through the 

transfer function. 

next moment! 

Clone raised his hands. 

A vast life planet appeared in the life universe of Lu Qiuyue! 

The creatures in the universe of life discovered the strangeness at this time and became a little 

panicked! 

"My people, don't panic!" 

"Your world just changed a coordinate." 

Through the clone, Su Lang calmed down all the creatures on the planet of life. 

Immediately after. 

The three thousand six hundred imaginary avenues contained in this living planet began to spread 

around. 

Soon all of Lu Qiuyue's current body was affected. 

With the help of this life planet, Lu Qiuyue's physical condition has improved again! 

Even he now has some too elementary combat power. 

But this is not over yet. 

"Father Luqiuyue." 

"Now the planet of life is in place." 

Su Lang smiled faintly, "But it lacks time rules, it's up to you!" 

"no problem!" 

"The integration of the rules of condensing time into the planet of life is the level of the quasi-primary 

stage." 
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"I have already entered the Wuyan Supreme Beginning Stage, and I can do it!" 

Lu Qiuyue nodded heavily, Xuan even began to condense the rules of time into the universe of life. 

He at this moment. 

There is no need for Su Lang to protect the law himself. 

It doesn't even need the assistance of Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

Just then! 

Boom——! ! 

Another huge roar came. 

However, he saw a super junior grave beside Lu Qiuyue exploded, revealing the figure of an old man. 

There was a deep shock in the old man's eyes. 

But he had obviously recovered from the shock. 

Even, he has already regained consciousness. 

However, he discovered that Lu Qiuyue was in a bad state, and Su Lang and others were simply too 

busy. 

therefore. 

Only then will he continue to use the remaining power of the Corpse Earth Origin Soul Reincarnation 

Technique to stay in the grave and wait. 

at this time. 

Realizing that Lu Qiuyue had stabilized, he couldn't help but rush out! 

"Xu Yongxin thanks Taoist Fellow Sulang for his life-saving grace!!" 

After the old man rushed out of the grave, he immediately bowed and saluted Su Lang. 

The old waist was almost folded in half. 

It can be seen how strong his gratitude to Su Lang is. 

Of course, this also meant asking Su Lang to take action. 

because. 

Like Lu Qiuyue, he just came back from the resurrection, and he will be dragged into a deadlock by the 

long river of time! 

"Xu Yongxin is resurrected!!" 

"The power of time has appeared, and his body is about to collapse!" 

"Quickly, quickly, help him disperse those time forces, otherwise he will die again!" 



"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others shouted, and immediately used the time rule to help Xu Yongxin dispel 

the lingering power of time. 

"Hurry up, please!" 

Su Lang immediately supported Xu Yongxin. 

Then, apart from anything else, he took out a lot of fragments of the Quasi-Taichu Emperor's body. 

Reincarnated with his unique Alchemy Dao Profound Righteousness and Corpse Earth Origin Soul 

Rebirth Profound Righteousness, and blended these quasi-primary emperor body fragments into Xu 

Yongxin's body. 

Everyone worked together. 

Xu Yongxin's physical condition was immediately stabilized. 

And under the effect of those quasi-primordial emperor body fragments, the state began to slowly 

improve and rebound. 

Next. 

Su Lang repeated the old tricks. 

Let Xu Yongxin open the universe of life. 

A quasi-primary-level life planet was placed inside with the clone. 

Xu Yongxin's power assistance from the Planet of Life suddenly improved. 

Soon. 

Like Lu Qiuyue, he began to condense the rules of time into the universe of life. 

Gradually. 

Xu Yongxin is like a cured severely ill patient, already able to jump around. 

Next. 

Among the remaining seven super-primary corpse soil source soul graves, four were resurrected. 

These four were named Di Haokuo, Pu Liangcai, Yi Hongye, and Yuwen Xingyuan. 

Su Lang, Jiang Wenzheng and others used the same method to help them stabilize, and then gradually 

improved their condition and passed the dangerous period of resurrection. 

unfortunately. 

There are also three very low-level corpse soil source soul graves silent, obviously a failure. 

Chapter 1945: Allegiance of the Six Great Beginning 
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"Ugh!" 

"Friends Peng Daoist have used too many life extension techniques, and they are completely unable to 

resurrect!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others looked at the three motionless graves and sighed slightly. 

But in their hearts, of course it is more exciting than regretful! 

after all. 

They have resurrected a total of six too junior powerhouses! 

These are too low-level powerhouses, each of them is a veteran master, generally at the level of five 

eaves. 

Even Yuwen Xingyuan is still a strong man in the early six Yan Dynasty. 

Only one step away can step into the Qiyan Taichu realm and gain the power of the ‘past’ time! 

At this moment. 

The resurrected six too junior powerhouses stood in a row and bowed to Su Lang in unison! 

"Lv Qiuyue, Xu Yongxin, Di Haokuo, Pu Liangcai, Yi Hongye, Yuwen Xingyuan." 

"Thanks to Fellow Su Lang for his life-saving grace!" 

"Taoist Su Lang is the light of hope in the Heavenly Misty Continent. I will look at Daoist Su Lang as the 

head of the horse. 

The six veteran and junior strong men are grateful and expectant. 

Bowing to Su Lang, a rising star, even faintly meant to be the Lord. 

even. 

Jiang Wenzheng and others all saluted Su Lang slightly. 

It contains the meaning of subordination to Su Lang. 

"I have high hopes from you!" 

"I will do my best to lead the development and growth of the Tianmen Continent!" 

"Then conquer Tianxuan and Tianting Continent, counterattack Tian Mi, and kill Yuan Mingzhou 

Emperor!" 

Faced with the high expectations of everyone, Su Lang bowed solemnly in return. 

Seeing that Su Lang does not have any arrogance, everyone's heart is even more positive! 

I was determined to obey Su Lang's orders from now on! 



at this time. 

Among those godless-level corpse earth source soul graves after all the too junior powerhouses, there is 

also a famous and powerful warrior who has resurrected and returned! 

They have not been disturbed by the long river of time. 

Once resurrected, it is safe. 

Many of these resurrected warriors have a dumb face, and they don't know what's going on. 

When they recovered and discovered that they were resurrected. 

I saw a strong man in the early days holding a slight bow to a young man. 

Suddenly it became even more daunting! 

what happened? 

How come there are more than twenty too junior powerhouses who are so respectful to a young man at 

the same time! 

But a few thoughts turned in their minds, and their bodies naturally knelt down to Su Lang. 

Then again. 

As more and more godless powerhouses are resurrected. 

Jiang Wenzheng spoke up and told them all the truth. 

"That is Senior Su Lang!" 

"The great Senior Su Lang has resurrected us!" 

"Not only that, Senior Su Lang even resurrected six too junior powerhouses, and even Senior Yuwen was 

resurrected!" 

"It's too strong, Senior Su Lang is really the light of hope for our Heavenly Continent!" 

"After I was resurrected, I was still at a loss, and there was no hope for the future. This time is different. 

I saw the light in the dark!" 

"I want to follow Senior Su Lang and fight Tianmi Continent to the death!" 

"With Senior Su Lang here, we will surely have a bright future!" 

"..." 

Countless Supreme Emperor powerhouses knelt on the ground, kowtowing towards Su Lang, expressing 

gratitude and loyalty. 

In an instant. 

Su Lang absorbed a large amount of incense aspiration power, merged into the Void Spirit universe, and 

was absorbed by the two Void Dragon Vein worlds. 



among them. 

The void dragon vein world belonging to the Qibao Miaoshu has gradually condensed some special 

incense and wish power crystallization! 

"Great!" 

"This time, I not only harvested six powerful too junior thugs, but also got so many special incense 

willingness crystals." 

"If you condense more, it is estimated that the Qibao Miaoshu will evolve once!" 

"I really look forward to the scene of using the Qibao Miaoshu!" 

"..." 

Various thoughts flashed in Su Lang's heart, and a satisfied smile was drawn at the corner of his mouth. 

Soon. 

"You have just been resurrected." 

"We still need to consolidate our own state, or we need to meet with relatives who are in the world." 

"I won't leave you here much. You first follow Dao Fellow Jiang Wenzheng's arrangements. The next 

time you meet, it is estimated that the battle is about to come." 

"I hope you will be fully prepared by then!" 

Su Lang looked around at the crowd, smiled slightly, and then took out a lot of pills to the crowd. 

among them. 

For Yuwen Xingyuan, Lu Qiuyue and others, they are all too low-level pills of perfect quality! 

Chapter 1946: Tianmen Mainland Exchange House Project 

See these pills. 

Everyone present was stunned! ! 

Including Jiang Wenzheng and others were all stunned. 

Although they knew that Su Lang's alchemy attainments were very superb. 

The Qianyuan Jingwu Pill capable of refining perfect quality has reached the level that no one in the 

Heavenly Continent can rival it. 

But they never expected it. 

Su Lang was able to refine so many primordial perfect-quality pills! 

It is necessary to know that the first person of the Heavenly Misty Continent Pill Dao, Jiang Wenzheng, 

can only refine very ordinary too low-level pill. 
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The lower grades can at most refine top grades, the higher grades can only refine lower grades or even 

waste products. 

But even if it is a waste product that is too elementary, it is reluctant to lose it. 

In their eyes. 

Su Lang also couldn't refine a lot of perfect quality too primary pill. 

But now, they just saw it! 

Those immortals of perfect quality are not ten or a hundred pills, but thousands! 

This can no longer be described in large quantities. 

In the eyes of Jiang Wenzheng and others, it is simply huge! 

"Oh my God!" 

"Too much, too much!" 

"I have never seen so many perfect quality too low-level pills!" 

"Don't say it is a perfect quality pill from the beginning, I have never seen so many medium-grade pill 

from the beginning!" 

"Daoist Su Lang's alchemy skills are so terrifying, it is beyond imagination!" 

"Hahahaha, I will always defend Su Lang, the light of hope from the Heavenly Continent!" 

"Me too! Only by following Daoist Su Lang can we have a way out!" 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and others talked a lot, and the eyes looking at Su Lang were full of endless reverence 

and admiration. 

Although Su Lang is younger than any of them. 

Even Su Lang had just arrived in Tianmen Continent for a day. 

But in their view. 

Su Lang has fully demonstrated his powerful strength and even more terrifying potential! 

Everyone has deeply believed it. 

Su Lang was the new leader of the Infinite Realm that the leader of the Infinite Realm had long 

established. 

Is the main force against Emperor Yuan Mingzhou! 

These people, all of them must become Su Lang's protectors, and they will give everything to protect 

him during Su Lang's growth! 



At this time. 

"correct!" 

"Friend Jiang Wenzheng!" 

"When I preached, I refined these medicines in the universe of life, and they just have what you need." 

"Well, this Nine Apertures Nourishing Essence Returning Heaven Pill is required by many Daoists of 

Zhuge Formation, and this Seven-Life Storage Element Demon Pill is required by Bi Tongguang..." 

While talking, Su Lang took out all the pill that everyone asked him to refine and distributed them to 

everyone. 

For Su Lang. 

He has received the deepest recognition from Jiang Wenzheng and others, and the allegiance of Yuwen 

Xingyuan and others. 

Some secrets are exposed, but the problem is not big! 

At this moment. 

He put one by one the perfect quality too junior pill into the hands of Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

It has gained countless gratitude, respect and admiration. 

quickly. 

Su Lang distributed all the pills that everyone needed. 

Even the pill that everyone gets has far exceeded their expectations. 

Suddenly, all the early powerhouses showed overjoyed expressions, and kept saluting Su Lang. 

"Friends of Taoism!" 

"If you have great talents, you can hand it over to me for alchemy!" 

"In addition, I have a set of exchange building models here, which can be promoted in Tianmen 

Continent!" 

"The specific exchange building model is like this...I will arrange Human Race Yanxingxing and others to 

assist you and build it!" 

"In addition, there are the various civilization crystallizations of our Xinghai domain, which will definitely 

be of great help to the Heavenly Continent!" 

"For these things, I will ask Yanxingxing and others to assist you, move them to the Heavenly Continent, 

and make improvements!" 

Su Lang gradually explained the mode of the exchange building to everyone. 

Suddenly. 



One by one the strong at the beginning was shocked again. 

No one can think of it. 

There can be such a development model that takes such care of low-level warriors in the world! 

With a certain amount of low-level items, you can exchange for high-level items with a value much 

higher than this! 

The exchangeable thing contains materials, the four categories of medicine, weapons, and exercises, 

which is incredible! 

Chapter 1947: Find Zhong Biezhu and others! 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"Doing so, won't we lose money?" 

"Although the foundation of the Heavenly Misty Continent is very important, the decisive power is still 

too primary power!" 

"If our resources are spread to low-level warriors on a large scale, they can greatly increase their combat 

power, but they will not help much in decisive battles." 

"..." 

Everyone admires Su Lang very much, but they are not the kind of brainless flatterers. When they 

encounter questions, they naturally have to ask. This is assisting Su Lang. 

"Hahaha!" 

"I have a mysterious method to ensure that I will not lose money, but I can still make a lot of money!" 

"I won't tell you what the specific method is. Anyway, it is not clear." 

"It doesn't matter if you don't believe it now. When you see a steady stream of too low-level pills, you 

will know that I am not messing around!" 

A bright and confident smile appeared on Su Lang's face, and he made a promise. 

When Jiang Wenzheng and the others saw this scene, they looked at each other and immediately chose 

to believe in Su Lang. 

There were too many unbelievable words from Su Lang. 

But he realized it all, creating miracles one by one! 

Everyone believes. 

Su Lang was not talking big words, he was stating that he was about to create another huge miracle! 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"No matter what you are going to do, we will do our best to do so, only obey!" 
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"Friend Su Lang, I don't know where the Taoist Yanxingxing and other strong humans are. We want to 

start implementing your exchange house plan now!" 

"..." 

Everyone is a pragmatic person. After choosing to believe in Su Lang, he immediately asked Su Lang to 

take action. 

"it is good!" 

"I will let Yan Hengxing and others meet you now." 

"I stayed in the Exile for a while, and after returning, three billion years have passed since the Xinghai 

Region." 

"During this period of time, it was Yanxingxing and my other confidants who managed the Xinghai area 

in an orderly manner." 

"..." 

While introducing the deeds of Yanxingxing and others, Su Lang released them from his own universe. 

"Patriarch!" 

"Patriarch! Are you okay!" 

"..." 

When Yan Hingxing and others saw Su Lang, their faces were immediately excited and worried. 

They stayed in Su Lang's universe of life. 

I didn't know that it took Su Lang less than a day to conquer Jiang Wenzheng and more than 20 early 

powers. 

The remaining twenty are strong from the beginning. 

That is, Qin Song and the others, also completely recognized Su Lang! 

Although they are supplementing the time and space power of the time and space and the sky, they are 

temporarily unable to return to the Tianmen Continent. 

But they can receive various messages sent by Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

For example, Su Lang added the deeds of the One Hundred Thousand Heavenly Misty Stars Array. 

Su Lang preached the scenes of countless warriors in the three Taoist Dao Array Dao Qi Dao. 

Su Lang resurrected more than 200,000 godless powerhouses, and resurrected six images of 

powerhouses from the beginning. 

And the scene of giving out a huge amount of perfect quality pills from the beginning to everyone. 

Watching this scene of miracles. 



Qin Song and others were no less excited than Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

They also recognized Su Lang, regarded Su Lang as a new hope for the Heavenly Continent, and 

automatically placed themselves in the position of guardian! 

"Hahaha!" 

"What can I do, you are worried about wool." 

"Now all the early dao friends recognize me!" 

"From now on, I will lead the Tianmen Continent against the Tianmen Continent and against the 

Emperor Mingzhou!" 

Su Lang looked at Yan Hengxing, Xiao Ning, An Xin, Yaochi Yiran and others who were all concerned, and 

suddenly smiled. 

Compared with Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

Sure enough, these old men are more cordial. 

"soon!" 

"Immediately my empowerment function will refresh the number of times!" 

"Next, is the moment when you reach the Primal Beginning Realm!" 

Su Lang whispered in his heart, and immediately began to introduce each other to Yan Xingxing and 

others, Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

After the introduction. 

Yan Hengxing and others immediately understood their mission and established an exchange house! ! 

And Su Lang himself has to participate in it, but his main job is to build the spiritual Internet and 

transmit the Internet of Heavenly Continent. 

And, dispatch a avatar to act as a "vending machine" in the exchange building. 

but. 

Just as Su Lang was discussing with everyone, his expression suddenly changed! 

"Su Lang, what's the matter!?" 

Xiao Ning was the first to discover Su Lang's strangeness, and immediately asked. 

"Haha!" 

Su Lang's mouth twitched and smiled, "Good news, I have found Zhong Biezhu and others!" 

Chapter 1948: Wait a minute, catch it all 

"what!?" 
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"Friend Su Lang, you found Zhong Biezhu and the others!?" 

"Zhong Biezhu and the others have been hiding in the Tianmen Continent for so long. We have not been 

able to catch them. They have no way to escape us. I didn't expect Daoist Su Lang to find them. It was 

really amazing. Up!" 

"Yeah, I thought we would be gone if they ran away. Now it seems that they don't want to escape back 

to Tianmi Continent!" 

"Friend Su Lang, where are they now, do we want to kill them?" 

"..." 

All the junior powerhouses were very pleasantly surprised, their eyes filled with excitement. 

Zhong Biezhu and others hid in the Tianmen Continent, and became a thorn in their eyes. 

At this time, Zhong Biezhu and others were traced. 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others couldn't help but want to kill Zhong Biezhu and others! 

"Wait, don't make a move!" 

"They didn't realize that they had been tracked by me!" 

"Now they are all gathered together, it seems they are waiting for someone, they should be trying to 

escape back to Tianmi Continent." 

Su Lang watched the feedback from the treasure hunt flying flying, and a sneer was outlined at the 

corner of his mouth. 

The treasure hunt flying glider is really unremarkable. 

Although they used the ‘soul soul’ ability to chase down to Zhong Biezhu and the others. 

However, Zhong Biezhu and others were stunned and found no abnormalities. 

Just treat it as the most ordinary creature in the Tianmen continent. 

If Zhong Biezhu and others have noticed that they have been tracked down. 

Su Lang would definitely take action immediately to intercept and kill them. 

but now. 

They didn't realize this, but were waiting for someone. 

No matter who they were waiting for, Su Lang knew that they were definitely not good people. 

That being the case. 

Just wait a minute and catch it all! 

"That's it!" 



"Taoist Su Lang's pursuit methods are really peculiar, and even Zhong Biezhu, a very junior warrior with 

powerful anti-reconnaissance capabilities, could not find it!" 

"Haha, Fellow Daoist Su Lang can always create miracles that we can't do. It's worthy of our new hope 

for the Heavenly Continent!" 

"Friend Su Lang is too powerful!" 

"..." 

When Jiang Wenzheng and the others heard Su Lang's words, they were overjoyed and praised Su Lang. 

"Everyone is absurd." 

"I will continue to stare at Zhong Biezhu." 

"As soon as there is any news, I will tell you fellow Taoists immediately." 

With a smile on his face, Su Lang said faintly, "Now let's set up the exchange building and other 

facilities!" 

"it is good!" 

"Once the exchange house is established, our overall strength will definitely be greatly improved!" 

"My little friend Yanxingxing, can you please advise me a lot. 

"..." 

Jiang Wenzheng and the others immediately agreed, and were very polite to communicate with the 

strong humans such as Yanxingxing. 

Soon. 

Under the leadership of experienced humans such as Yanxingxing. 

Jiang Wenzheng and others began to build exchange houses everywhere. 

During this period, they made a new decision after discussing. 

That is to make incense statues for Su Lang, incense statues all over the Tianmen Continent! 

To this. 

Su Lang was naturally very happy, and immediately nodded in agreement. 

Although he now possesses the Ethereal Universe, he can instantly absorb all the incense power within 

the scope of his spiritual power. 

But Su Lang's current mental power could not cover the entire Tianmen Continent. 

It would not be able to directly absorb the incense power from the entire Celestial Continent. 

But if you have the incense statue, you can collect it and transmit it to the main statue for Su Lang's use. 



Take the vastness of the continent away from the sky. 

I don't know how many intelligent creatures live. 

It is definitely much more than the sum of hundreds of thousands of life planets in Su Lang. 

With the incense aspiration power provided by these countless creatures. 

The Void Dragon Vein is guaranteed to quickly condense the incense and desire power crystallization 

required by the Seven Treasure Tree. 

Heart-piercing Hell can truly turn the emptiness into reality and become a treasure that Su Lang can use! 

"The incense aspirations of countless creatures in the Tianmen Continent are really exciting!" 

A gleam of excitement flashed in Su Lang's eyes, and immediately began to do his own thing 

——Use formations and other means to forge the spirit belonging to the Tianmen Continent and 

transmit the Internet. 

Make the cultivation civilization of the entire Tianmen Continent develop faster! 

Chapter 1949: Go to the space-time Tianmo again 

"Now there are those too basic formations." 

"The mental internet formations laid out can also be more advanced!" 

"It's a pity that there are no souls of the Beginning level, and the three remnants of the primordial 

powerhouses who have not been able to resurrect before have also disappeared." 

"Otherwise, the first soul of the ether is the best choice as the processor of the spiritual internet!" 

"At the moment, you can only use the quasi-primary level soul." 

While thinking about it, Su Lang kept arranging the formations, and when he thought of it, a large array 

of formations would appear! 

Anyway, he also performed in front of Jiang Wenzheng and others to instantly make up for the 100,000-

sky star group. 

It's okay to be more exaggerated now. 

but. 

Su Lang's method of arranging the formation was terrifying. 

However, the materials for the formation are not enough. 

"Jiang Wenzheng almost used up all the materials for the formation." 

"The rest of the treasures of heaven, material and earth are for them to refine or repair the weapons of 

the early days." 

"It seems that I can only go to Qin Song and the others!" 
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Looking at the empty storage space, Su Lang curled his mouth, then contacted Jiang Wenzheng and 

informed him of the matter. 

Jiang Wenzheng and others discovered that Su Lang had arranged countless arrays. 

It is almost equivalent to making up for tens of thousands of celestial star cluster holes. 

The materials were also exhausted, and Su Lang had to stop the formation. 

"hiss!!" 

"Even if you know Fellow Daoist Su Lang, your formation skills are terrifying." 

"But being so strong, it's really beyond imagination!" 

"Does Daoist Su Lang's formation skills have broken through the shackles of the primordial level and 

reached the realm of eternity?" 

"..." 

Zhuge Zhenduo and other early powerhouses looked at the formations that covered the sky and sun, 

and they were shocked. 

If they were to arrange these formations, it would take thousands of years to complete. 

But Su Lang completed it in such a short time. 

It is an unimaginable miracle! 

Immediately after. 

The crowd suppressed their shock and immediately sent Qin Song the news of the shortage of materials. 

After Qin Song and others received the news. 

Su Lang suddenly knew that Su Lang had begun to create miracles again. 

Shocked, they were equally delighted. 

Immediately promised to fully support Su Lang's spirit of building the Heavenly Continent and 

transmitting the Internet. 

Soon. 

They planned to send people back to the Tianmen Continent to bring back materials for Su Lang. 

Jiang Wenzheng and others plan to do the same. 

After all, it takes a round trip to travel from the Tianmen Continent to the space-time Tianmo! 

But Su Lang refused. 

"I'm going to take a trip to the time and space sky trench myself." 

"One is that it only takes a moment for me to go back and forth, which can greatly save manpower." 



"Secondly, I want to explore the situation outside the space-time sky moat and see how the army in 

Tianmi Continent is doing." 

As soon as Su Lang said this, everyone was shocked. 

What the hell? 

It only takes a moment to go from the Tianmen Continent to the time and space Tianmo! ? 

This is too exaggerated! 

But after the horror, everyone agreed. 

No one, because Su Lang always creates miracles. 

To create another miracle between the Heavenly Continent and the Time and Space Sky Grain in an 

instant is completely acceptable! 

"Then you continue." 

"I'll go to Qin Song first!" 

"You remember to say hello to him, lest you get scared by my sudden appearance, and then you still 

don't believe me!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly, watching Jiang Wenzheng and others send a message to Qin Song, immediately 

dispatched the clone and chose to replace it! 

In a blink of an eye. 

Su Lang had already arrived at the space-time Tianmo from the Tianmen Continent! 

Qin Song and other twenty-five-five-minded powerhouses are constantly instilling the power of time 

and space into the time and space. 

See Su Lang appear. 

Rao is that everyone has received the message and prepared in their hearts, but they were shocked. 

The journey from the Tianmen Continent to this time and space is not a short distance. 

Su Langneng shuttled between the two places in an instant, in fact, the method is really abnormal! 

"Friend Su Lang!" 

"You shuttle through such a long space in an instant, no problem!" 

"..." 

After a moment of horror, Qin Song and others stopped their work and looked at Su Lang with concern. 

Chapter 1950: I have more than four clones 

"nothing!" 
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"I can go anywhere far away!" 

Su Lang laughed, and immediately looked at the time and space. 

After the continuous indoctrination by Qin Song and others, the power of time and space within it has 

completely compensated for the passage opened by the people of Tianmi Continent. 

but. 

Compared with the beginning, the power of time and space is still slightly weaker. 

"It seems I have to let the clone go in and work harder." 

Su Lang clicked the corner of his mouth, then looked at Qin Song and the others with a smile. 

"We have prepared all the materials needed by Fellow Su Lang!" 

"I heard that Daoist Su Lang's attainments in the three aspects of Alchemy Dao and Formation Dao are 

extremely high, and may even be close to the eternal realm, so we prepared other materials." 

"Haha, I just prepared more materials for alchemy and refining. By the way, there is also the source of 

the emperor, which is indispensable." 

"..." 

Seeing Su Lang's smile, Qin Song and others immediately consciously took out all the prepared materials 

to Su Lang. 

With the great sponsorship of these twenty-five early powerhouses. 

Su Lang speculated that he had been able to deploy the spirit and transmission Internet covering several 

major areas of the Tianmen Continent. 

Except besides. 

There are also a large number of emperor sources, materials for refining pills and weapons. 

Compared with Jiang Wenzheng, Zhuge Zhenduo and others gave more! 

After all, there are a total of twenty-five too junior powerhouses here. 

And their trust in Su Lang is no less than that of Jiang Wenzheng and others. 

"Thank you for your sponsorship!" 

"I will make the results as soon as possible for everyone to see." 

"By the way, all fellow daoists exerted the power of time and space on the time and space sky trench, 

which consumed a lot of energy!" 

"Here are some primary energy-recovering pills I refined, all of which are of perfect quality and can be 

taken with confidence!" 

While talking, Su Lang took out a large amount of recovery pill and handed it to Qin Song and other early 

powers. 



"hiss!!" 

"The perfect quality Taichu pill!!" 

"Haha, Jiang Wenzheng still used to greedy me before, now I have it too!" 

"This is the first time I have taken a perfect-quality pill. Oh, the taste is amazing!" 

"It's such a powerful medicinal power. With one pill, all the energy I consumed has recovered!" 

"..." 

Everyone took the too low-level recovery pill, and each one was radiant and energetic. 

Soon. 

Qin Song and others planned to make persistent efforts and continue to inject more time and space 

power into the Temporal Scourge. 

Just then. 

Su Lang thought. 

Four clones suddenly appeared! 

boom! 

The breath of the Four Paths approaching Sanyan Taichu exploded, shocking Qin Song and others, and 

their complexions greatly changed. 

"who!?" 

"They surrounded Daoist Su Lang, hurry up and protect Daoist Su Lang at all costs!" 

"Hey, something is wrong, the aura on their bodies is exactly the same as that of Daoist Su Lang?" 

"Friend Su Lang did not feel shocked at all." 

"..." 

Everyone's expressions changed wildly, and they were about to use their best efforts to protect Su Lang 

in an instant. 

But in an instant they found something was wrong and stopped in surprise. 

"Everyone, don't be nervous." 

"These are my previous clones!!" 

Su Lang smiled faintly and explained, "It's just that I made them stronger!" 

Hear this. 

In an instant, Qin Song and the others raised their eyes like a thunderstorm, and their faces looked 

incredible. 



what? 

Clone? A clone of the primordial level? 

And is it a clone of Sanyan Taichu level? 

The thinking of Qin Song and others became somewhat stagnant. 

They clearly remembered that Su Lang was only at the quasi-primary level. 

In less than a day, Su Lang's deity broke through to the primordial level and possessed the combat 

power of the Sanyan primordial level. It was incredible enough. 

Now even his clone has suddenly become a powerful existence close to the beginning of Sanyan! 

OMG! 

They never knew how much time it took to cultivate from the first stage of Yiyantai to the point where 

they were close to the beginning of Sanyantai. 

Su Lang did it in just one day. 

Also smoothly promoted the clone. 

This is just a pervert that can't be calculated! 

"You don't have to be so horrified." 

Su Lang smiled, "Actually, I have more than four clones." 

Qin Song and the others twitched their bodies as if they were compensated, feeling that they were 

about to autistic. 

 


